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1997 trek 830 shx

No big news in 1996.  Line Y expands to three models: Y33 (XT, Judy SL, V brakes, 24.5 pounds, Statos rear shock), Y22 (LX/XY, Judy XC, cantilever, 25.5 pounds, Fox Alps rear shock) and Y11 (STX RC, Quadra 21R, 26.0 pounds, Fox coil over rear shock).  Carbon Y frame is replicated from aluminum pipes on the entry level ST120 bike.  Y Bicycle set is listed in the retail guide, but not in user catalogs. 
It uses a Judy SL and a complete Shimano XTR component group with a declared weight of 23.6 pounds (with embroidered Rocket Boy seat!) All OCLV models now use suspension forks and include 9900SHX (XT, Judy XC, V brakes, 22.5 pounds), 9800SHX (LX/XT, Judy XC, cantilevers, 23.0 pounds) and 9700SHX (STX RC/LX, Manitou 5). The three models ZX ABT bonded aluminum frames are with or
without shocks.  The topping line is 8500/8500SHX (XT, V brakes stiff/Manitou Mach 5), 8000/8000SHX (STX RC/LX, cantilever, stiff/Quadra 21R) and 7000/7000SHX (STX/Grip Shift, Stiff Quad/Quadra). US steel frames: 990/ 990SHX (XT/X-Ray, cantilever, rigid/Manitou Mach 5), 970/970SHX (LX/XT/X-Ray, Stiff/Quadra 21R), 950 (STX RC/LX, Stiff) and 930/930SHX (STX, Stiff/Quadra). The 850 and 830
are both with or without concussions and 820, 800 and 800 Sports below. The large accessory insert catalog continues with an array of parts accessories and clothing.  The rim line includes new Lobo, Swami/Swami Ceramics and single track rims.  Bontrager BCX-1/2/3/Red/Blue wheels and Spinergy wheels are also listed.  The tires are Kahuna (front/rear) and Big Kahuna (front/rear).  Bontrager masts
(stylus and forward), Bontrager seats (cut sides), Bontrager seat posts (Comp and Race Lite), Race Grip, Bar Ends and Bars (Comp, Race, Race Lite, Race Ti and Race Ti Lite) are included in the catalog. The tires are still a mixture of black walls and leather walls.  Br /&gt; One stop all things from your favorite brand
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